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Awaken your creativity skills!

Draw your last dream, play with colours until you find the shade 
you are looking for, relax lying on the grass and sketch the 
craziest shapes of clouds, combine fill patterns to paint the skin 
of a crocodile, a turtle or a zebra, make up all sorts of crazy 
haircuts, experiment and draw with a chocolate bar, paint a 
David Hockney-style pool, colour the shadows of the Red Wall 
from architect Ricardo Bofill and design a mural to feel
like an urban artist.

In this book you will find that and much more.

Perrine Honoré is an illustrator and muralist based in Barcelona. 
She studied Fashion Design in Sweden, Graphic Design in Paris and 
Design and Communication in Barcelona. She works in several 
fields such as art direction, urban art, creation of textile prints, 
event posters, branding, jewellery or ceramics. 

Where she feels more comfortable is in the illustration field becau-
se it gives her more freedom to express herself and allows her to 
empty her thoughts. She finds her inspiration in contemporary 
artists and designers, as well as in art history and everyday life. The 
author builds a critical, funny and spontaneous universe through a 
festive and colourful aesthetic. She encourages children to experi-
ment with graphic storytelling, to illustrate events and express their 
ideas. The artist helps them to decide textures and how to combi-
ne colours, lights and shadows, shapes and contents.

At present, she is a much sought-after artist for the creation of wall 
murals in unique buildings. This book is her first foray in the publi-
shing world and projects her experience on printed pages.

     Go to tutorial: How to do a collage
     Go to Instagram: Artist Perrine Honoré
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